
We didn’t invent shade... we just perfected it



Supplying shade solutions for over 30 years
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Manufacturers of world class 
outdoor parasols since 1990...
Since entering the market back in 1990, Woodline has been supplying a comprehensive 

range of top-quality, price-competitive OEM parasols for the local and international 

THYRL[��>LSS�RUV^U�IYHUKZ�HUK�JVU[YHJ[�THYRL[�J\Z[VTLYZ�OH]L�ILULÄ[LK�MYVT�V\Y�
premium grade screen printing and latex digital printing, providing excellent branding 

opportunities for commercial applications.

 Every aspect of our shade systems has been designed and produced to the 

highest standards possible for strength and longevity. We only use high grade 

non-corrosive materials for our frames and structures, such as lightweight aluminum, 

ultra weather-resistant eucalyptus and stainless steel for its remarkable strength.

 As vertically integrated manufacturers of our own products in our own factory, 

we ensure each product meets our high standard of excellence, while providing 

opportunities to skilful artisans and a growing labor force dedicated to delivering the 

best possible products on time, every time. Our manufacturing hub is based in one of 

the fastest expanding urban areas in South Africa, and we have sales and distribution 

VѝJLZ� PU� 1VOHUULZI\YN� HUK� [OL� <:(�� )VSZ[LYLK� I`� [OL� J\YYLU[� L_WHUZPVU� VM� V\Y�
W\YWVZL�I\PS[� MHJ[VY`�^P[O� ZPNUPÄJHU[� NYV^[O� WV[LU[PHS�� ^L� HYL� SVVRPUN� MVY^HYK� [V� H�
bright future.

YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
We have been manufacturing
our own parasols since 1990

MANUFACTURER OF PARASOLS
We are the biggest manufacturer of 
parasols in the whole of Africa

COUNTRIES WE EXPORT TO
We ship our premium shade
solutions all over the world

STAFF MEMBERS
We supply jobs to over 100 
employees in South Africa

#1

100+ 50+ 

30+ 



Our manufacturing hub is based 
H[�1LќYL`Z�)H`�PU�[OL�,HZ[LYU�*HWL�
province of South Africa 
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Sky
;OL� :R`� PZ� H� TPUPTHSPZ[PJ� MYLL�ÅVH[PUN� ZOHKL� ZVS\[PVU� [OH[� ISLUKZ� H� TP_� VM� TVKLYU� OPNO�[LJO� JVTWVULU[Z� ^P[O� JSHZZPJ� ZPTWSPJP[`� VM� KLZPNU� 
The large horizontal canopy is ideal for substantial seating areas requiring unobstructed open space, while two or more may be grouped 

side-by-side for even bigger environments. With its intelligent use of assisting gears, the Sky is a breeze to open and close and the sturdy 

stainless steel TIG welded structure is rock-steady, even in strong winds.

The reduction gearbox and crank handle allow for easy opening and closing of the canopy. The locking pins secure the structure in place while the pivot 

box has been engineered to cope with all kinds of weather conditions.

Oval Metal Plate Deck MountSky Spigot Underground Mount

stainless steel

feet / meters
9.5 x 13.0 ft / 2.9 x 4.0m

2.5 inch pole Ø
Code: SKY43RESS/GB

rectangular

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW

2 Sky shades joined side-by-side
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Sky
Wind Rating: Class 6, 18mph – 30mph 
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require  
 a large shade solution with a unique modern design.

 The Sky can accommodate seating groups of 8 – 10 people.

a classic modern design using the best materials available

Canopy half open Canopy closed
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Precision-engineered
pivot box

Hard-wearing stainless steel
mUUJOHT�BOE�TUSVDUVSF

Reduction gearbox for easy 
opening & closing

Can accommodate large seating groups

Canopy closed
with cover bag
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sky spigot

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs

Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

oval metal base
SKU: SKOB | Weight: 195.4 lbs

Length 44.5” | Width: 18.9” | Height: 4.7”

under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”
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All vertical measurements are taken from the ground level, including the oval metal  base. All imperial measurements 
converted from metric and rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy length

Width of canopy when fully extended

Top clearance height of structure

Head clearance when fully extended

A

B

C

D

 model shape A (size) B C D   

Rectangle
4m 2,85m 2,94m 2,30m
13,1’ 9,35’ 9,65’ 7,55’SKY34RESS

B           

C           

D

A

dimensions
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Papillon

Two or more Papillon shades can be joined together, either side-by-side with the use of an additional rain gutter to create one continuous awning,

or placed end-to-end extending the shaded area in length. 

hardwood & stainless steel or stainless steel

feet / meters
10.0 x 15.0 ft / 3.0 x 4.6m

2.4 inch pole Ø 
Code: PA346RESSGB

Glass Bead Stainless Steel

Code: PA346REE
Hardwood & Stainless Steel

Code: PA346RESSMP
Marine Polish Stainless Steel

rectangular

    

  
� � KDUGZRRG�DQG�VWDLQOHVV�VWHHO

� � PDULQH�SROLVK�VWDLQOHVV�VWHHO

� � JODVV�EHDG�VWDLQOHVV�VWHHO

At heart, the Papillon is the absolute socialite. Its dual post framework invites views and conversations to go on, unobstructed, in glorious shade and 

shelter, day and night. This unique range of shade cannot help but bring an air of grandeur to its surroundings. It stands alone as the largest of all 

Woodline shade solutions and yet this extraordinary shade can easily be extended further by articulating two or more Papillon structures together. 

Fabric walls can also be attached directly to the frame and awning to provide privacy and shelter from the wind.

Glass Bead Stainless Steel
Code: PA346RESSGB

Hardwood & Stainless Steel
Code: PA346REE

Marine Polish Stainless Steel
Code: PA346RESSMP

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Papillon
Wind Rating:  Class 5, 18mph – 23mph 
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a  
 large shade solution with a touch of elegance and style.

 The Papillon can accommodate seating for groups of 10 – 12 people.

in a league of its own

Canopy half open Closed with cover bag
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The large seating area offers unobstructed views

Reduction gearbox for easy
opening & closing

Wind stabilizers folded
down and locked

Rain gutter system when
joining two Papillons

Optional End Walls
Code: PA346RE/ENDWALL

Optional Side Wall
Code: PA346RE/SIDEWALL

Optional Rain Gutter
Code: PA346RE/GUTTER
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deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs
Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

papillon tube
SKU: SSTUBE/70/PAP | Weight: 5.2 lbs
Length: 22.8” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

rectangular 
metal base

SKU: PAMB | Weight: 88 lbs
Length: 44.3” | Width: 17.7” | Height: 44.3”

bayonet
deluxe
mount
SKU: IGBAY/70 | Weight: 16.5 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”ba
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All vertical measurements are taken from the ground level, including rectangular metal base. All imperial measurements 
converted from metric and rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy length

Width of canopy when fully extended

Top clearance height of structure

Head clearance when fully extended

Head clearance below valance

Head clearance with dropped sides

Width of Papillon with dropped sides

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

 model shape A (size) B C D E F G 

  Rectangle 
4.6 m 3.0 m 2.45 m 2.0 m 1.85 m 1.65 m 2.68 m
15'0" 9'10" 8'0" 6'7" 6'1" 5'5" 11'4"PA346REE

B

C

G

F

D

E

A

dimensions
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Picollo
This ingenious side post parasol range is exceptionally versatile and remarkably hard-wearing. The Picollo boasts a 360º rotation and also a 

unique side-to-side tilting feature that is intelligently designed to allow the canopy to track the sun and cast the perfect shade throughout the day. 

The canopy fabric is attached using a quick-release system, making it a breeze to remove for seasonal changes or care and maintenance. 

Versatility, durability and aesthetic design all align to make the Picollo a genuine patron of shade. 

Picollo Spigot Deck Mount Underground Mount

360° rotation can be achieved on the Picollo spigot which is kept in place with index notches. The spigot pole can be mounted to various base 

systems and may also be fixed directly into position with the Free Standing, Deck Mount or Underground Mount options.

Paver Base Double Stack Metal Plate

aluminum

feet / meters
10.5 / 3.2

Code: PI32RA

round / 8 ribs 

feet / meters 
10.0 / 3.0

Code: PI30SA  

square / 8 ribs

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Picollo
Wind Rating:  Class 3, 7mph – 12mph 
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… or any area that requires a 
 shade solution without obstruction from a center umbrella pole.

versatile and durable side post parasol with aesthetic design features

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag
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360º rotate, tilt  & lock

Left and right tilt can be locked
into the desired angle

"MVNJOJVN�SJCT�XJUI�HMBTT�mMMFE�
composite upper and lower hubs

Quick-release canopy attachment system
makes for easy cleaning or seasonal changes

Smooth crank system 
to open and close

Tilt function allows umbrella
to track the movement of the sun
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under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

picollo
spigot

double stack 
metal plate base

SKU: DSPM | Weight: 286 lbs
Length: 31.5” | Width: 31.5” | Height: 3.9”

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs

Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

ba
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paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/8 | Weight: 304 lbs
Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5” triple stack 

metal base
SKU: TRSPM | Weight: 286 lbs

Length: 28.3” | Width: 28.3” | Height: 3.5”

concrete mount
SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs

Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from
 the ground level, including the paver base. All imperial measurements converted from metric and rounded off to the 
 nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size: Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side

Back of pulley to front of canopy

Head clearance from arm tip

Head clearance below hub

Overall height

Maximum distance between ends

Rotation point to farthest arm tip

Minimum clearance from rotation point

Ground clearance when closed

Rotation point, 360 degrees

A

B

C

D

E

F

G*

H

I

model shape A (size) B C D E F G* H Idimensions
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Pendulum
 

feet / meters
13.0 / 4.0

Code: PE40RAS

round / 8 ribs 

feet / meters 
11.5 / 3.5

Code: PE35SAS

feet / meters 
10.0 x 13.0 / 3.0 x 4.0

Code: PE34REAS

square / 8 ribs

rectangular / 8 ribs 

Paver BasePendulum Spigot Deck Mount Underground Mount

The Pendulum’s patented canopy clip mechanism has been designed to facilitate the quick and simple attachment and removal of the entire canopy 

assembly. The canopy is attached with a stay that hooks onto the frame structure and clips the canopy securely into place.

Double Stack Metal Plate

stainless steel & aluminum
Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Pendulum
Wind Rating:  Class 5, 18mph – 23mph
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers or any area that requires a large shade 
 solution without obstruction from a center umbrella pole.

bold and strong side post parasol with 360º rotation

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag
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Eucalyptus upper and lower hub complimented
XJUI�TUBJOMFTT�TUFFM�mUUJOHT

Stainless steel Pendulum spigotRectangular model

Smooth crank system to
open and close canopy

Pendulum patented canopy
clip mechanism

360º rotate & lock
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pendulum
spigot

double stack 
metal plate base

SKU: DSPL | Weight: 463 lbs
Length: 37.4” | Width: 37.4” | Height: 6.3” deck mount

SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs
Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/8 | Weight: 304 lbs

Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5”

under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

ba
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from
 the ground level, including the paver base. All imperial measurements converted from metric and rounded off to the 
 nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Back of pulley to front of canopy

Head clearance from arm tip

Head clearance below hub

Overall height

Maximum distance between ends

Rotation point to farthest arm tip

Minimum clearance from arm tip

Ground clearance when closed

Distance from rotation point to center of canopy

Rotation point, 360 degrees

A

B

C

D

E

F

G*

H

I

J

model shape A (size) B C D E F G* H I J

1

2

0.88”
0.27 m

dimensions
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Pavone
;OPZ�ZPKL�WVZ[�\TIYLSSH�THRLZ�MVY�TVYL�MYLL�ZWHJL��0[�VќLYZ�ZOHKL�^P[OV\[�[OL�\Z\HS�JLU[LY�WVSL�\TIYLSSH�IHZL�[HRPUN�\W�[OL�ZWHJL��;OPZ�THRLZ�[OL�
Pavone especially suited for large areas, but also for private use. With an easy-to-operate crank mechanism, the umbrella and the shade is held by a 

OPNO�X\HSP[`�HS\TPU\T�Z[Y\J[\YL�[OH[�PZ�YV[H[HISL��YLJSPUPUN�HUK�YL[YHJ[HISL��(]HPSHISL�PU�ISHJR�VY�NYL`�ÄUPZO�VW[PVUZ�

feet / meters
11.5 / 3.5

Code: PA35RAG(HW)
Grey with Handwheel

Code: PA35RAB(GH) 
Black with Grip Handle

Code: PA35RAG(GH)
Grey with Grip Handle

round / 8 ribs 

feet / meters 
10.0 / 3.0

Code: PA30SAG(HW)
Grey with Handwheel

Code: PA30SAB(GH)
Black with Grip Handle

Code: PA30SAG(GH) 
Grey with Grip Handle

square / 8 ribs 

Underground Mount

The Pavone offers the flexibility only a side post shade can offer, with the convenience and flexibility of a foldaway function. The small folded footprint 

saves you space, while the 360º Rotate and Recline function makes the Pavone one of the most versatile shade solutions.

Pavone Pedal Spigot Deck MountDouble Stack Metal PlatePaver Base

aluminum

feet / meters 
10.0 x 13.0 / 3.0 x 4.0
Code: PA34REAB(GH)
Black with Grip Handle

Code: PA34REAG(GH)
Grey with Grip Handle

rectangular / 8 ribs 

    

  
  

� � EODFN�ıQLVK

� � JUH\�ıQLVK

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Pavone
Wind Rating:  Class 3, 19mph – 31mph
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require 
 a shade solution with the convenience of a cantilever system and the 
� nFYJCJMJUZ�PG�B�TJEF�QPTU�GPMEBXBZ�QBSBTPM�

the perfect combination of form and function

Open, recline and lock
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Convenient foot pedal with 360º
rotate and lock mechanism

Square model, ideal for small seated groups. Smart canopy attachment system for 
easy removal for cleaning or changes

Extendable center pole bracket to attach a light Rectangular model creates an ample seating space below

360º rotate and lock
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pavone
foot pedal

double stack metal plate base

paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/8 | Weight: 304 lbs

Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5”

SKU: DSPM | Weight: 286 lbs
Length: 31.5” | Width: 31.5” | Height: 3.9”

SKU: DSPL | Weight: 463 lbs
Length: 37.4” | Width: 37.4 | Height: 6.3”

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs
Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”
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triple stack 
metal base
SKU: TRSPM | Weight: 286 lbs
Length: 28.3” | Width: 28.3” | Height: 3.5”

concrete mount
SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs
Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”

under ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from
 the ground level, including the paver base, including free-standing base (2 1/3” height). All imperial measurements
 converted from metric and rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Back of pulley to front of canopy

Head clearance from arm tip

Head clearance below hub

Overall height

Maximum distance between ends

Rotation point to farthest arm tip

Rotation point, 360 degrees

A

B

C

D

E

F

G*

model shape A (size) B C D E F G* 

10’0” x 13’1”
3.0m x 4.0m

12’5”
3.77m

7’7”
2.31m

6’5”
1.96m

8’3”
2.5m

13’11”
4.25m

12’6”
3.80m

PA34REAB(GH)
PA34REAG(GH)

PA30SA(HW)
PA30SAB(GH)
PA30SAG(GH)

PA35RA(HW)
PA35RAB(GH)
PA35RAG(GH)

 dimensions
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Safari
4L[PJ\SV\ZS`�JYHM[LK�MYVT�[OL�ÄULZ[�NYHKL�RPSU�KYPLK�L\JHS`W[\Z��ZV\YJLK�VUS`�MYVT�Z\Z[HPUHISL�MVYLZ[Z���SHTPUH[LK�MVY�Z[YLUN[O��HSVUN�^P[O�WYLTP\T�
X\HSP[`�^LH[OLY�YLZPZ[HU[�MHIYPJZ�HUK�OPNO�NYHKL�Z[HPUSLZZ�Z[LLS�Ä[[PUNZ��;OL�:HMHYP�PZ�>VVKSPUL»Z�VYPNPUHS�JSHZZPJ�^VVKLU�WHYHZVS�KLZPNU�[OH[�WYV]LZ�[OL�
warmth of wood is still as popular as ever. 

feet / meters 
9.0 / 2.7

1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: SA27RE

11.5 / 3.5 
1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: SA35RE

13.0 / 4.0
2.5 inch pole Ø
Code: SA40RE

round / 8 ribs 

hardwood

feet / meters 
7.5 / 2.3

1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: SA23SE

10.0 / 3.0
1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: SA29SE

11.5 / 3.5
2.5 inch pole Ø
Code: SA35SE

square / 8 ribs 

feet / meters 
7.0 x 10.0 / 2.2 x 3.0

1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: SA223REE

rectangular / 8 ribs 

Bayonet Mount

Features include a stainless steel pulley for smooth opening and an easy to remove smart canopy attachment system for seasonal changes or fabric 

care. The frame construction includes laminated hardwood upper and lower hubs for added strength.

Round Metal Plate Base Square Metal Plate BaseConcrete Base Deck MountSafari Tube Paver Base

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Safari
Wind Rating: Class 4, 12mph – 17mph
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a  
� DFOUFS�QPTU�VNCSFMMB�TIBEF�TPMVUJPO�XJUI�BO�FMFHBOU�XPPE�mOJTI�

29 years under its canopy – this is Woodline’s original design

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag
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Smart canopy attachment system for easy
removal for cleaning or changes

Upper hub features dual
stainless steel pulley system

Square model

All wood construction for a classic look

Square Metal Plate Base
with handy nylon rollers

Laminated lower hub for strength and durability
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concrete
mount

SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs
Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”

square metal base
 SKU: SMBWW609 | Weight: 65 lbs
   Length: 24” | Width: 24” | Height: 2.8”

     SKU: SMBWW700 | Weight: 86 lbs
       Length: 27.5” | Width: 27.5” | Height: 3.1”

safari tube
Tube included in all base prices

SKU: SSTUBE/48 | Weight: 3.1 lbs
Length: 21.9” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

SKU: SSTUBE/57 | Weight: 3.5 lbs
Length: 21.9” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

SKU: SSTUBE/70 | Weight: 5.2 lbs
Length: 22.8” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/8 | Weight: 176 lbs
Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5”

round metal base
 SKU: RMBS508 | Weight: 51 lbs
 Length: 20” | Width: 21.5” | Height: 2.2”

underground 
mount
SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

bayonet
deluxe
mount

SKU: IGBAY/48 | Weight: 12.6 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

SKU: IGBAY/57 | Weight: 13.7 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

SKU: IGBAY/70 | Weight: 16.5 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs

Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

concrete base
 SKU: CBS/BA | Weight: 122 lbs
 Length: 22.2” | Width: 22.4” | Height: 2.8”

 SKU: CBM/BA | Weight: 122 lbs
 Length: 29.7” | Width: 28.9” | Height: 3.9”

 Galvanized tube included in all base prices

 SKU: CBS/48 | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 5.9” | Width: 5.9” | Height: 6.6”

 SKU: CBM/57 | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 7.5” | Width: 8.7” | Height: 10.6”
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 table clamp
 SKU: SSTABLE/48 | Weight: 1.2 lbs
 Length: 1.9” | Width: 1.9” | Height: 5.8”
 SKU: SSTABLE/57 | Weight: 1.4 lbs
 Length: 2.2” | Width: 2.2” | Height: 5.8”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance 
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from 
 the ground level, including the concrete slab base. All imperial measurements have been converted from metric and 
 are rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Height of structure

Head clearance from arm tip

Minimum width

Ground clearance when closed

Maximum length of rotation

Rotation point

A

B

C

D

E

G*

SA27RE 8’10”
2.7m

8’3”
2.53m

7’0”
2.12m

7’2”
2.2m

3’6”
1.1m N/A

11’5”
3.5m

8’3”
2.53m

7’4”
2.25m

10’4”
3.18m

2’6”
0.78m N/A

7’5”
2.3m

8’3”
2.53m

6’7”
2.05m

1’6”
0.49m

11’6”
3.53mN/A

9’5”
2.9m

8’3”
2.53m

6’5”
1.98m

1’5”
0.46m

13’5”
4.10mN/A

7’2” x 10’0”
2.2m x 3.0m

8’3”
2.53m

7’15”
2.18m

7’2”
2.2m

2’6”
0.78m N/A

SA35RE

13’1”
4.0m

9’3”
2.83m

7’1”
2.17m

12’4”
3.79m

2’5”
0.75m N/ASA40RE

SA23SE

SA29SE

11’5”
3.5m

9’3”
2.83m

7’0”
2.15m

1’8”
0.56m

16’2”
4.94mN/ASA35SE

SA223REE

dimensions
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The double pulley with genuine leather rope clip features stainless steel components enabling long-lasting, smooth operation of the canopy, while the 

smart canopy attachment system allows for easy fabric removal for washing or seasonal updates.

Bravura
;OL�)YH]\YH�YHUNL�PZ�H�IYPSSPHU[�JVU[LTWVYHY`�[HRL�VU�[OL�JSHZZPJ�THYRL[�WHYHZVS��JVTIPUPUN�[OL�ILH\[`�HUK�Z[YLUN[O�VM�TP_LK�TLKP\T�JVTWVULU[Z��
The sleek anodized aluminum frame is complimented by warm eucalyptus hubs bringing together the best of two worlds in a feat of engineered 

elegance. The double pulley system enables long lasting, smooth operation of the canopy, while stainless steel eyelets allow for easy fabric 

removal or updates.      

 hardwood & aluminum

round / 8 ribs 
feet / meters 

9.0 / 2.7
1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: BR27RAE 

11.5 / 3.5
1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: BR35RAE 

13.0 / 4.0
2.4 inch pole Ø
Code: BR40RAE

square / 8 ribs 
feet / meters 

9.5 / 2.9
2.4 inch pole Ø

Code: BR285SAE

11.5 / 3.5
2.4 inch pole Ø
Code: BR35SAE

 

feet / meters 
7.2 x 9.8 / 2.2 x 3.0

1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: BR223REAE

rectangular / 8 ribs 

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Bravura
Wind Rating:  Class 4, 12mph – 17mph
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a  
 center post umbrella shade solution with a contemporary look.

beauty and strength combine with mixed medium  components

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag
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Leather rope clip and stainless steel
hook for neat rope coiling

Round model

Smart canopy attachment system for easy
removal for cleaning or changes

Aluminum center pole with
dual pulley system

Aluminum pole and ribs with hardwood hubs

Branded with 2 color screen print
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concrete
mount

SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs
Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”

square metal base
 SKU: SMBWW609 | Weight: 65 lbs
   Length: 24” | Width: 24” | Height: 2.8”

     SKU: SMBWW700 | Weight: 86 lbs
       Length: 27.5” | Width: 27.5” | Height: 3.1”

bravura tube
Tube included in all base prices

SKU: SSTUBE/48 | Weight: 3.1 lbs
Length: 21.9” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

SKU: SSTUBE/57 | Weight: 3.5 lbs
Length: 21.9” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

SKU: SSTUBE/70 | Weight: 5.2 lbs
Length: 22.8” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/8 | Weight: 176 lbs
Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5”

round metal base
 SKU: RMBS508 | Weight: 51 lbs
 Length: 20” | Width: 21.5” | Height: 2.2”

underground 
mount
SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

bayonet
deluxe
mount

SKU: IGBAY/48 | Weight: 12.6 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

SKU: IGBAY/57 | Weight: 13.7 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

SKU: IGBAY/70 | Weight: 16.5 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs

Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

concrete base
 SKU: CBS/BA | Weight: 122 lbs
 Length: 22.2” | Width: 22.4” | Height: 2.8”

 SKU: CBM/BA | Weight: 122 lbs
 Length: 29.7” | Width: 28.9” | Height: 3.9”

 Galvanized tube included in all base prices

 SKU: CBS/48 | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 5.9” | Width: 5.9” | Height: 6.6”

 SKU: CBM/57 | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 7.5” | Width: 8.7” | Height: 10.6”
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 table clamp
 SKU: SSTABLE/48 | Weight: 1.2 lbs
 Length: 1.9” | Width: 1.9” | Height: 5.8”
 SKU: SSTABLE/57 | Weight: 1.4 lbs
 Length: 2.2” | Width: 2.2” | Height: 5.8”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance 
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from 
 the ground level, including the concrete slab base. All imperial measurements have been converted from metric and 
 are rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Height of structure

Head clearance from arm tip

Minimum width

Ground clearance when closed

Maximum length of rotation

Rotation point

A

B

C

D

E

G*

BR35RAE 11’5”
3.5m

8’3”
2.53m

7’4”
2.25m

10’4”
3.18m

2’6”
0.78m N/A

13’0”
4.0m

9’3”
2.83m

7’1”
2.17m

12’4”
3.79m

2’5”
0.75m N/A

9’5”
2.9m

8’3”
2.53m

6’5”
1.98m

1’5”
0.46m

13’5”
4.10mN/A

11’5”
3.5m

9’3”
2.83m

7’0”
2.15m

1’8”
0.56m

16’2”
4.94mN/A

7’0” x 10’0”
2.2m x 3.0m

8’3”
2.53m

7’15”
2.18m

7’2”
2.2m

2’6”
0.78m N/A

BR40RAE

BR285SAE

BR35SAE

BR223REAE

BR27RAE 8’10”
2.7m

8’3”
2.53m

7’0”
2.12m

7’2”
2.2m

3’6”
1.1m N/Adimensions
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Storm
Engineered for strength, the Storm is fashioned from ultra corrosion-resistant aluminum and high grade stainless steel. Its robust structure is designed 

[V�^P[OZ[HUK�[OL�VUZSH\NO[�VM�UH[\YL»Z�M\Y �̀�;OYV\NO�JHYLM\S�JVUZPKLYH[PVU�>VVKSPUL�OHZ�ZLSLJ[LK�HUK�KL]LSVWLK�[OL�TVZ[�YLZPSPLU[�JHUVW`�MHIYPJZ�[V�
IL�HISL�[V�OHUKSL�^OPWWPUN�^PUKZ�HUK�ZJVYJOPUN�Z\U��^OPSL�[OL�I\PS[�PU�X\H[[YV�W\SSL`�Z`Z[LT�VM�W\YL�Z[HPUSLZZ�Z[LLS�HZZ\YLZ�ZTVV[O�HUK�LќVY[SLZZ�
operation day after day.

Paver Base Double Stack Metal BaseStorm Pole Underground MountDeck Mount

The 21/2” diameter center pole with its 1/8” wall forms the backbone of the Storm. The pole, joint plates, pulleys, hubs and fittings including the canopy 

attachment eyelets are all forged from the highest grade stainless steel.

 aluminum & stainless steel

round / 8 ribs 
feet / meters 
11.5 / 3.5

21/2 inch pole Ø
Code: ST35RSS

feet / meters 
10.0 / 3.0

21/2 inch pole Ø
Code: ST30SSS

square / 8 ribs 

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Storm
Wind Rating:  Class 6, 18mph – 30mph
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a
 high wind tolerance.

tested in challenging conditions at South Africa’s Cape of Storms

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag
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3PQF�-PDL�4UBOE�mYFE
to a Paver Base

The heart of the Storm is the
smooth-sliding stainless steel hub

Secure stainless steel eyelet attachment
system for easy removal

3PQF�-PDL�4UBOE�mYFE�UP�B
Double Stack Metal Base

Round model

Reinforced connection points 
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rope lock stand
SKU: RLOCK | Weight: 11.5 lbs
Length: 22.8” | Width: 9.1” | Height: 8.5”

double stack 
metal plate base
SKU: DSPM | Weight: 286 lbs
Length: 31.5” | Width: 31.5” | Height: 3.9”

paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/8 | Weight: 304 lbs
Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5”

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs

Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”
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triple stack 
metal base
SKU: TRSPM | Weight: 286 lbs
Length: 28.3” | Width: 28.3” | Height: 3.5”

concrete mount
SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs
Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance 
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from 
 the ground level, including the concrete slab base. All imperial measurements have been converted from metric and 
 are rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Height of structure

Head clearance from arm tip

Minimum width

Ground clearance when closed

Maximum length of rotation

Rotation point

A

B

C

D

E

G*

model shape A (size) B C D E G*dimensions
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Easilift
 aluminum & stainless steel

round / 8 ribs 
feet / meters 

8.9 / 2.7
1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: EA27RAS

11.5 / 3.5
1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: EA35RAS

-LH[\YPUN�H�JVUJLHSLK�H\[VTH[PJ�YHPZPUN�Z`Z[LT�KLZPNULK�MVY�LќVY[SLZZ�VWLYH[PVU��^P[O�[OL�JHUVW`�H\[VTH[PJHSS`�SVJRPUN�PU�WVZP[PVU�VUJL�M\SS`�VWLULK��
5V�SVJRPUN�WPU��YVWLZ��W\SSL`Z�VY�JYHURZ�HYL�\ZLK��YLZ\S[PUN�PU�H�ZSLLR��TVKLYU�KLZPNU�^P[O�TH_PT\T�LѝJPLUJ �̀�;V�VWLU�ZPTWS`�SPM[�[OL�HYT�\U[PS�[OL�
Easilift system takes over, automatically raising the umbrella until it is totally open. To close simply pull down on the sliding hub until the Easilift system 

takes over, closing the umbrella automatically. (Patent Pending).

7VSL�HUK�ÄUPHS�JVUZ[Y\J[LK�MYVT�UH[\YHS�HUVKPZLK�HS\TPU\T��<WWLY�HUK�SV^LY�O\IZ�HYL�H�JVTIPUH[PVU�VM�HS\TPU\T��Z[HPUSLZZ�Z[LLS�HUK�():��^OPSL�[OL�
top dome, LOXX fasteners and connecting brackets are all stainless steel.

feet / meters 
8.2 / 2.5

1.9 inch pole Ø
Code: EA25SAS

9.4 / 2.85
1.9 inch pole Ø

Code: EA285SAS

square / 8 ribs 

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Easilift
Wind Rating:  Class 4, 12mph – 17mph
Application:  Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers… areas that require a 
 moderate wind tolerance with an effortless opening and closing function.

With a unique automatic raising system for effortless operation

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag
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Polymer end caps with stainless steel 
LOXX canopy fasteners

The sliding lower hub is made of a combination of 
stainless steel, aluminum and polymer

Top dome made from solid stainless steel 
for strength and zero corrosion

-BTFS�DVU�TUBJOMFTT�TUFFM�mOJBM

Round model
Stainless steel rib connectors
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square metal base
 SKU: SMBWW609 | Weight: 65 lbs
 Length: 24” | Width: 24” | Height: 2.8”

 SKU: SMBWW700 | Weight: 86 lbs
 Length: 27.5” | Width: 27.5” | Height: 3.1”

easilift tube
SKU: SSTUBE/57 | Weight: 3.5 lbs
Length: 21.9” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 3.3”

paver base
Concrete pavers not supplied
SKU: PVB/4 | Weight: 176 lbs
Length: 36.4” | Width: 35.8” | Height: 3.5”

under
ground 
mount
SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

bayonet
deluxe
mount

SKU: IGBAY/57 | Weight: 13.7 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

deck mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs

Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

concrete base
 SKU: CBM/BA | Weight: 122 lbs
 Length: 29.7” | Width: 28.9” | Height: 3.9”

 Galvanized tube included in all base prices

 SKU: CBM/57 | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 7.5” | Width: 8.7” | Height: 10.6”
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tableclamp
 SKU: SSTABLE/57 | Weight: 1.4 lbs
 Length: 2.2” | Width: 2.2” | Height: 5.8”

concrete mount
SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs

Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance 
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from 
 the ground level, including the concrete slab base. All imperial measurements have been converted from metric and 
 are rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Height of structure

Head clearance from arm tip

Minimum width

Ground clearance when closed

Maximum length of rotation

Rotation point

A

B

C

D

E

G*

EA27RAS 8’10”
2.7m

8’2”
2.49m

8’2”
2.49m

8’2”
2.49m

8’2”
2.49m

7’1”
2.17m

8’0”
2.46m

3’1”
0.93m

NA

NA
EA35RAS

NA

NA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

TBA

EA25SAS

EA285SAS

11’5”
3.5m

8’2”
2.5m

9’4”
2.85m

7’4”
2.25m

This model does not
close over a table

2.85m
9'4"

13’5”
4.10m

dimensions
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Mistral
The Mistral market parasol range, with its minimalist aesthetic look, perfectly illustrates the elegance of simplicity. Resilient, functional and 

THPU[LUHUJL�MYLL��P[�OP[Z�[OL�THYR�^P[O�SVUNL]P[`�HUK�Z[`SL��-VY�6,4�VYKLYZ�V\Y�WYLTP\T�NYHKL�ZJYLLU�WYPU[PUN�HUK�UL^�KPNP[HS�WYPU[PUN�VW[PVU�VќLY 
excellent branding opportunities for commercial applications, making the Mistral as comfortable in the marketplace as well as in the home.

Mistral Tube

The Mistral features anodised aluminum ribs and pole with non-corrosive composite glass-reinforced upper and lower notches. The canopy opens 

effortlessly with a built in pulley system while the fittings are all made from stainless steel.

Concrete Base Deck MountRound Metal Plate Base Square Metal Plate Base with rollers Underground Mount

aluminum

feet / meters
9.0 / 2.7

1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: MI27RA

10.0 / 3.0
1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: MI30RA

hexagonal / 6 ribs 

feet / meters 
6.6 / 2.0

1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: MI20SA

8.0 / 2.5
1.5 inch pole Ø
Code: MI25SA

square / 4 ribs 

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Mistral
elegant and versatile

Closed and strapped Closed with cover bag

Wind Rating:  Class 5, 18mph – 24mph  
Application: Patios, restaurants, hotels, poolside loungers... areas that require  
 a center post umbrella shade solution (branded or non-branded)  
 with a moderate wind tolerance.
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"OPEJ[FE�BMVNJOVN�QPMF�XJUI�HMBTT�mMMFE
composite upper and lower hubs

Aluminum pole, arms and ribs  
for light weight with strength

Square model with Round Metal Plate Base

Branded with 4 color screen print

Smart canopy attachment system for easy
removal for cleaning or changes

Branded with 4 color screen print
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deck
mount
SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs
Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

mistral tube
SKU: SSTUBE/48 | Weight: 38.2 lbs
Length: 21.9” | Width: 4.1” | Height: 2.2”

round
metal base

 SKU: RMBS508 | Weight: 51 lbs
 Length: 20” | Width: 20” | Height: 2.2”

under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

bayonet
deluxe mount

SKU: IGBAY/48 | Weight: 12.6 lbs
Length: 42.1” | Width: 5.1” | Height: 4.5”

concrete base
 SKU: CBS/BA | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 22.2” | Width: 22.4” | Height: 2.8”

 Galvanized tube included in all base prices

 SKU: CBS/48 | Weight: 3.1 lbs
 Length: 5.9” | Width: 5.9” | Height: 6.6”

square metal base
 SKU: SMBWW609 | Weight: 65 lbs
 Length: 24” | Width: 24” | Height: 2.8”ba
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table
clamp
SKU: SSTABLE/48 | Weight: 1.2 lbs
Length: 1.9” | Width: 1.9” | Height: 5.8”

concrete
mount
SKU: C/MOUNT | Weight: 6.6 lbs
Length: 7.9” | Width: 7.9” | Height: 0.4”
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* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance 
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from 
 the ground level, including the concrete slab base. All imperial measurements have been converted from metric and 
 are rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Height of structure

Head clearance from arm tip

Minimum width

Ground clearance when closed

Maximum length of rotation

Rotation point

A

B

C

D

E

G*

B C

E

A

 model shape A (size) B C D E G*

  Round
2.7  m 2.52 m 2.0 m 2.25 m 1.12 m NA  6 arms 
8'10" 8'3" 6'7" 7'5" 3'8"  

3.0 m 2.52 m 1.96 m 2.48 m .99 m NA  6 arms 
10'0" 8'3" 6'5" 8'2" 3'3" 

  Square 
2.0 m 2.52 m 1.96 m NA .99 m 2.85 m  4 arms 
6'7" 8'3" 6'5"  3'3" 9'4"

 Square 
2.5 m 2.52 m 1.87 m NA .74 m 3.38 m  4 arms  
8'2" 8.3" 6'2"  2'5" 11'1"

MI27RA

  RoundMI30RA

MI20SA

MI25SA

D

A

A

A

G

dimensions
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Concrete BaseSwift Tube

The only parasol on the market with a 1 inch stainless steel center pole. The height-adjustable pole option makes it a perfect solution for small spaces 

and getting your shade closer to your sun lounger, the handy pointed pole end also allows it to be used on the beach.

Round Metal Plate Base Deck Mount Underground Mount

Swift
;OL�:^PM[�PZ�H�WLYMLJ[�WHYHZVS�MVY�ZTHSS�ZLH[PUN�NYV\WZ�HUK�JVTWHJ[�HYLHZ�SPRL�IHSJVUPLZ�HUK�ZTHSS�NHYKLUZ��)\PS[�^P[O�[OL�ÄULZ[�TH[LYPHSZ�H]HPSHISL��
this lightweight and portable design assures an easy setup and a trouble-free lifespan. The optional telescopic stainless steel pole makes it ideal for 

use over an outdoor table.

 aluminum & stainless steel

hexagonal / 6 ribs 
feet / meters 

8.0 / 2.5
1.25 inch pole Ø
Code: SW25RTS 
(Telescopic Pole)

8.0 / 2.5
1.0 inch pole Ø

Code: SW25RSS 
(Non-Telescopic Pole)

feet / meters 
6.6 / 2.0

1.25 inch pole Ø
Code: SW20STS 
(Telescopic Pole)

6.6 / 2.0
1.0 inch pole Ø

Code: SW20SSS 
(Non-Telescopic Pole)

square / 8 ribs 

Available in these shapes & sizes:
�'LPHQVLRQV�URXQGHG�Rĳ�WR�WKH�QHDUHVW�IRRW
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Swift
Wind Rating:  Class 4, 12mph – 17mph  
Application:  Balconies, patios, beaches, gardens, poolside loungers or 
 anywhere requiring a center post umbrella shade solution with a 
 moderate wind tolerance.

compact and adjustable
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Pole end with point allows for
garden and beach use

Telescopic pole option

Round Metal Plate Base

Large wheel pulley system for easy
tensioning, opening and closing 

Square model

Smart canopy attachment system for easy
removal for cleaning or changes
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round
metal base

SKU: RMBS508 | Weight: 51  lbs
Length: 20” | Width: 20” | Height: 2.2”

swift tube
SKU: SSTUBE/32 | Weight: 1.1 lbs
Length: 1.3” | Width: 1.3” | Height: 10”
SKU: SSTUBE/38 | Weight: 1.3 lbs
Length: 1.5” | Width: 1.5” | Height: 10”

deck
mount

SKU: DECKM | Weight: 15.4 lbs
Length: 13.4” | Width: 13.4” | Height: 4.5”

under
ground 
mount

SKU: UNGR | Weight: 13.2 lbs
Length: 22” | Width: 8.2” | Height: 8.2”

concrete base
 SKU: CBS/BA | Weight: 66 lbs
 Length: 22.2” | Width: 22.4” | Height: 2.8”

 Galvanized tube included in all base prices

 SKU: CBSS/32 | Weight: 1.5 lbs
 Length: 1.3” | Width: 1.3” | Height: 10”

 SKU: CBSS/38 | Weight: 1.7 lbs
 Length: 1.5” | Width: 1.5” | Height: 10”
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 model shape A  B C D E 

Telescopic pole

Telescopic pole

Non-telescopic pole

Non-telescopic pole

* This distance is measured from the pivot point to the farthest distance from this point on the umbrella. The distance 
 defines the radius of the circle created as the umbrella rotates 360 degrees. All vertical measurements are taken from 
 the ground level, including the concrete slab base. All imperial measurements have been converted from metric and 
 are rounded off to the nearest inch. For exact dimensions refer to metric measurements. 

Canopy size:
Round:  size is measured from tip to tip through the center
Square: size is measured from tip to tip on one side
Rectangle: size is measured from tip to tip on long side
  and short side

Maximum height of structure (telescopic pole)

Minimum height of structure (non-telescopic pole)

Head clearance from arm tip (telescopic pole)

Head clearance from arm tip (non-telescopic pole)

Minimum width

Ground clearance when closed

Maximum length of rotation

Rotation point

A

B

B2

C

C2

D

E

F*

dimensions



concrete
Woodline concrete base systems are made to last. We use a combination of 
DIFNJDBM� BEEJUJWFT� TUFFM� XJSF� SFJOGPSDJOH� BOE� TQFDJBM� mCSFT� UP� BEE� TUSFOHUI 
MPOHFWJUZ�BOE�B�TNPPUI�TVQFSJPS�mOJTI�

base mounting options

Chemical Additives:
Our concrete bases are made with unique 
chemical additives for exceptional strength. 
 
Steel Wire Reinforcing:
To eliminate fatigue all of our concrete bases
feature steel wire reinforcing as standard.
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paver
base

concrete
base

Indents for handling

Woodline’s reinforced hexagonal Concrete Base f i ts any of  our center 
pole parasols with various combinations of weights and tube sizes available for 
desired applications. Manufactured in our own plant using a unique combination of 
��� .1B� DPODSFUF� XJUI� TQFDJBM� mCSFT� QMVT� DIFNJDBM� BEEJUJWFT� �� TUFFM� XJSF 
reinforcing. Comes with indents on two sides for easy handling and molded  
stainless steel  inserts to take your choice of tube or spigot.

The sturdy Paver Base consists of a hot-dipped galvanized 
metal frame housing standard 16” square paver slabs. The 
Paver Base frame houses either a single layer of 4 pavers 
	TJOHMF� MBZFS� ö� ���� MCT���� LH
� PS� B� EPVCMF� MBZFS� TUBDL� PG� �� QBWFST� 
	EPVCMF� MBZFS� ö� ���� MCT����� LH
� XJUI� UIF� BJE� PG� UIF� JODMVEFE 
&YUFOTJPO�,JU�XIJDI�JT�mUUFE�UP�UIF�GSBNF�XIFO�NPSF�XFJHIU�JT�SFRVJSFE� 
Recommended paver size is 16” wide x 1.7” tall. To reduce shipping 

costs pavers can be purchased separately near installation location. Paver 8 option
features 8 pavers

Paver 4 option
features 4 pavers

Paver Frame

Adjustable Feet on Nylon Gliders
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metal
Woodline metal stands are available in hot-dipped galvanized 
or powder coated steel.

base mounting options

Hot-Dip Galvanizing:
To withstand even the harshest outdoor conditions, 
we use a hot-dip galvanizing process for longevity. 
 
Powder Coating:
Our metal plate bases are powder coated, giving a 
IJHI�FOE�mOJTI that prevents corrosion.

Nylon Rollers:
To enable easy positioning, our Square Metal Plate 
Base has added nylon rollers on one edge.

Zn

Zn

Zn
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square
metal base

double stack
metal base

round metal
base

rectangular 
metal base

The Square Metal Plate Base comes in two sizes for 
various wind exposures. Selected sizes come with 
rollers to aid mobility. 

$PNFT�JO�POF�TJ[F�BOE�DBO�CF�mUUFE�XJUI�
various tubes for the center pole range. 
Powder coated as standard and can also 
CF�CPMUFE�UP�UIF�nPPS�GPS�FYUSB�TUBCJMJUZ�

%FTJHOFE�UP�mU�UIF�1BQJMMPO�TIBEF���UXP�1BQJMMPOT�DBO�
be mounted end to end using the dual hole system. 
$BO�BMTP�CF�CPMUFE�UP�UIF�nPPS�GPS�FYUSB�TUBCJMJUZ�

Designed for the side post ranges, but mounts any of 
PVS�CPMU�PO�QPMF�TUBOET�UP�mU�BMM�PVS�TIBEFT��*U�GFBUVSFT�
height-adjustable nylon feet with stainless steel thread.  

Designed for the side post ranges, but mounts any of 
PVS�CPMU�PO�QPMF�TUBOET�UP�mU�BMM�PVS�TIBEFT��*U�GFBUVSFT�
height-adjustable nylon feet with stainless steel thread.  

oval
metal base

The Oval Metal Plate Base is designed for our Sky dual 
post parasol, making it rock-steady in strong winds. 
$BO�BMTP�CF�CPMUFE�UP�UIF�nPPS�GPS�FYUSB�TUBCJMJUZ�

Nylon
Rollers

triple stack
metal base
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alternative
In addition to the various metal and concrete bases, Woodline also manufactures 
alternative mounting solutions to meet every requirement.

base mounting options
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deck mount
The Deck Mount is a stain-
less steel bracket that is 
bolted directly between the 
framework of supporting 
beams underneath a wooden 
deck. Your choice of Wood-
line pole or spigot is then 
bolted from above through 
the deck and directly onto 
the bracket.

underground mount
The Underground Mount is designed to be concret-
ed into the ground and is compatible with any of the 
Woodline shade solutions by means of a bolt-on pole stand 
for center and dual pole shades or spigot poles for our 
side post shades.

in-ground
bayonet
Consists of two parts - the in-ground tube (which 
is concreted into the ground) & the bayonet tube 
(slides into the tube and fastens when twisted). 
Both parts are made of stainless steel.

table clamp
48mm or 57mm polished 
Stainless Steel Table Clamp 
for bolting onto a wooden  or 
concrete (park) table. Can 
be mounted from above or 
from below. Features shoe 
horn and hand wheel for 
securing the pole.

concrete mount
Consists of a round metal base plate bolt-
FE�EJSFDUMZ�UP�UIF�nPS�XJUI���DPODSFUF�TDSFX�
CPMUT�� $PODSFUF� nPPSJOH� OFFET� UP� CF� BU�
least 4 inches deep at 35Mpa. Compatible 
with all Woodline shade systems via a bolt-
on Pole Stand or Spigot Poles.
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1,25” (32mm) Tube1,0” (25mm) Tube1,9” (48mm) Tube

Concrete Base

20” Round Metal Plate Base

Spigot Base Plate

Underground Mount

1,9” (48mm) TubeRope Lock Stand2,4” (60mm) Tube1,9” (48mm) Tube

20” Round Metal Plate Base20” Round Metal Plate BaseDouble Stack Metal Base 286 lbs27,5” Square Metal Plate Base
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Deck Mount

Deck Mount
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)LULÄ[Z�VM�ZJYLLU�WYPU[LK�IYHUKPUN!
š� &RUSRUDWH�VSRW�FRORUV�FDQ�EH�PDWFKHG
š� *RRG�SULQWLQJ�WKLFNQHVV�IRU�FOHDU�ORJRV
š� *RRG�OLJKW�UHVLVWDQFH�IRU�RXWGRRU�XVH

)LZ[�Z\P[LK�MVY�[OLZL�HWWSPJH[PVUZ!
š� %ROG��ĲDW�FRORU�EUDQGLQJ�GHVLJQV
š� 3DQWRQH��PHWDOOLF�	�OXPLQRXV�FRORUV
š� 6ROXWLRQ�G\HG�DFU\OLF�FDQRSLHV
š� /RQJ�OLIHVSDQ�EUDQG�FDPSDLJQV

screen printing
For the last thirty years Woodline Shade Solutions has been supplying a comprehensive range of top-quality, price-competitive OEM 

WHYHZVSZ�MVY�[OL�SVJHS�HUK�PU[LYUH[PVUHS�THYRL[��>LSS�RUV^U�IYHUKZ�HUK�JVU[YHJ[�THYRL[�J\Z[VTLYZ�HSPRL�OH]L�ILULÄ[LK�MYVT�V\Y�WYLTP\T�
grade screen printing, providing excellent branding opportunities for commercial applications, making our parasols perfectly suited for use 

in the marketplace as well as in the home.

;OL�ZJYLLU�WYPU[LK�TL[OVK�VM�IYHUKPUN�PZ�LќLJ[P]L�HUK�SVUN�SHZ[PUN��(�ZLWHYH[L�ZJYLLU�HUK�WVZP[P]L�ÄST�PZ�YLX\PYLK�MVY�LHJO�JVSVY��>L�JHU�WYPU[�\W�[V�
��JVSVYZ��PUJS\KPUN�7HU[VULZ��TL[HSSPJZ�HUK�S\TPUV\Z�JVSVYZ��*4@2�WYVJLZZ��OHSM[VUL�HUK�PUKL_�WYPU[�[LJOUPX\LZ�HYL�HSZV�H]HPSHISL�

premium screen printed branding
CMYK

Latex Ink
Digital

Printing
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Latex inks provide outdoor durability & versatility together with high quality odorless prints and a reduced environmental impact. 

;OL�^H[LY�IHZLK� MVYT\SH[PVU� WYV]PKLZ� OLHS[OPLY� WYPU[� WYVK\J[PVU� [OHU� ZVS]LU[� PURZ�^P[OV\[� [YHKPUN� Vќ� WLYMVYTHUJL�� 0[� JVU[HPUZ� UV 

toxins, making it safe for use in dining areas, hospitals, schools, clinics etc. If your corporate mission statement includes a dedication to 

protecting the environment, you should make latex ink a part of your future marketing campaigns.

Water-based latex inks are nickel-free and odorless, providing outdoor durability and a healthy environmental footprint. Our inks meet a range 

VM�Z[YPUNLU[�O\THU�OLHS[O�JYP[LYPH�YLWYLZLU[LK�I`�<3�,*636.6 HUK�.9,,5.<(9+�.63+�JLY[PÄJH[PVUZ���

latex ink digitally printed branding (only available on white polyester)

)LULÄ[Z�VM�KPNP[HSS`�WYPU[LK�IYHUKPUN!
š� 1R�OLPLWV�WR�\RXU�EUDQGLQJ�GHVLJQV
• )DVW�WXUQDURXQG�WLPH
š� /RZ�VHW�XS�FRVWV�	�HDV\�UH�RUGHUV

)LZ[�Z\P[LK�MVY�[OLZL�HWWSPJH[PVUZ!
š� $OO�RYHU�SDWWHUQV�	�SKRWRJUDSKLF�GHVLJQV
š�� 'HVLJQV�XVLQJ�JUDGLHQWV�RU�FRORU�IDGHV
š�� 'RXEOH�VLGHG�SULQWV��ZLWK�JUH\�EORFNRXW� 
š�� $QQXDO�RU�EL�DQQXDO�EUDQG�XSGDWHV� 

 

digital printing
CMYK
PROCESS

'H
VLJ

Q�
E\
�&
KD
UD
�5
LP
SD
�3
UR
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�	
�9
RO
WD
�6
WX
GL
R
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Colorfast & breathable - UV, water, mildew & stain resistant

fabrics
Woodline’s range of Solution Dyed Acrylic with a 5 year warranty

Smokey Gobi Seashell Lapis

Teal Cacti Sazon Pewter

Ash Mocha

  <=���-HKL�9LZPZ[HU[
� � 3LJPHQWV� LQWHJUDWHG� LQWR� WKH� PDWHULDO�
JLYH�H[FHSWLRQDO� IDGH�UHVLVWDQFH�ZKLOH�����RI� WKH�
VXQVŖV�89$�DQG�89%�UD\V�DUH�EORFNHG�

� � 4VSK���4PSKL^�9LZPZ[HU[
� � 6\PSKRQ\� IDEULFV� FRQWDLQ� VSHFLDO 
FRDWLQJV� WR� EH� ERWK� PROG� DQG� PLOGHZ� UHVLVWDQW� 
PHDQLQJ�OHVV�WLPH�VSHQW�RQ�FOHDQLQJ�

� � )SLHJO�*SLHUHISL
� � )RU� WRXJK� VWDLQV� D� EOHDFK� VROXWLRQ� FDQ�
EH� XVHG�� %HFDXVH� WKH� FRORU� LV� HPEHGGHG� ULJKW�
WKURXJKRXW�WKH�IDEULF�LW�ZRQŖW�ORVH�YLEUDQF\��
  
� � ,HZ`�[V�*SLHU
� � )RU�PRVW�GLUW�DQG�VWDLQV��PDUNV�FDQ�EH�
HDVLO\� UHPRYHG�ZLWK� WKH�XVH�RI�D�GDPS�FORWK�DQG�
FOHDQLQJ�VROXWLRQ�

� � :\P[HISL�MVY�7VVS�:PKLZ
� � 6\PSKRQ\� IDEULF� UHVLVWV� WKH� FRUURVLYH�
HĳHFWV�RI�FKORULQH�DQG�LV�SHUIHFWO\�VXLWDEOH�IRU�XVH�
DW�SRRO�VLGHV�HWF�
  
� � >H[LY�9LZPZ[HU[
� � 7KH� IDEULF� LV� HQJLQHHUHG� WR� HQVXUH� LWV�
ZDWHU� UHVLVWDQW� FDSDELOLWLHV� ZLWK� DOO� IRUPV� RI� OLTXLG�
EHLQJ�GLVSHUVHG��FUHDWLQJ�D�VKHOWHUHG�VSDFH�

� � :[HPU�9LZPZ[HU[
� � 7KH�IDEULF�LV�WUHDWHG�WR�EH�DEOH�WR�UHVLVW�
VWDLQV� �� VLPSO\� EUXVK� FOHDQ� DQG� ZDVK� DQ\� VRLOHG�
DUHDV�ZLWK�D�PLOG�EOHDFK�VROXWLRQ�����

� � :[YVUN�HUK�+\YHISL
� � 6\PSKRQ\� IDEULF� ZLOO� PDLQWDLQ� LWV�
VWUHQJWK� DQG� GXUDELOLW\� WKURXJKRXW� LWV� HQWLUH 
OLIHVSDQ��RXWODVWLQJ�H[WUHPH�RXWGRRU�FRQGLWLRQV�
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Solution Dyed Acrylic with a 5 year warranty

3729 Taupe 5476 Heather Beige 3789 Stone Grey 3741 Silver Grey

5453 Canvas 5404 Natural 3937 Lemon 5417 Tuscany

5477 Logo Red 3738 Macao 5446 Forest Green 5420 Mineral Blue

5401 Pacific Blue 5499 True Blue 5439 Navy Blue 5408 Black

  

 

  

 

  <=���-HKL�9LZPZ[HU[
� � 6DWXUDWHG� WKURXJKRXW� ZLWK� 89� VWDEOH 
SLJPHQWV�� VROXWLRQ� G\HG� DFU\OLF� KDV� SHUIRUPDQFH�
FKDUDFWHULVWLFV�ZKLFK�DUH�LQWHJUDWHG�LQWR�WKH�IDEULF�

� � 4VSK���4PSKL^�9LZPZ[HU[
� � 2XU�FDQRS\�IDEULFV�UHVLVW�WKH�JURZWK�RI�
PROG�DQG�PLOGHZ��7R�NHHS�FOHDQ��VLPSO\�EUXVK�Rĳ�GLUW 
EHIRUH�LW�JHWV�HPEHGGHG�LQ�WKH�SURGXFW�

� � )SLHJO�*SLHUHISL
� � 7R� UHPRYH� WRXJK� VWDLQV�� VLPSO\� FOHDQ�
ZLWK�D�EOHDFK�VROXWLRQ��%HFDXVH�WKH�SLJPHQW�JRHV�
WR�WKH�FRUH�RI�WKH�IDEULF��LW�ZLOO�QRW�ORVH�LWV�FRORU�
  
� � )YLH[OHISL�*VTMVY[
� � 2XU� VKDGH� IDEULFV� DUH� EUHDWKDEOH� DQG�
DFWXDOO\� DOORZ� DLU� WR� SDVV� WKURXJK� WKHP�� FUHDWLQJ 
D�FRPIRUWDEOH�VSDFH�EHORZ�

� � :\P[HISL�MVY�7VVS�:PKLZ
� � 6ROXWLRQ� G\HG� DFU\OLF� IDEULF� UHVLVWV�
WKH� FRUURVLYH� HĳHFWV� RI� FKORULQH� DQG� LV� SHUIHFWO\ 
VXLWDEOH�IRU�XVH�DW�SRRO�VLGHV�

� � 3LZZ�>HZ[L
� � %HFDXVH�RXU�FDQRS\�IDEULFV� ODVW� ORQJHU�
WKH\�XOWLPDWHO\� FUHDWH� OHVV�ZDVWH� WKDQ� IDEULFV� WKDW�
PLOGHZ��IDGH�RU�ORVH�VWUHQJWK�TXLFNO\�

� � 9LZPZ[Z�:[HPUZ
� � 7KHVH� IDEULFV�DUH� WUHDWHG� WR�EH�DEOH� WR�
UHVLVW�VWDLQV���VLPSO\�EUXVK�FOHDQ�DQG�ZDVK�VRLOHG�
DUHDV�ZLWK�D�PLOG�EOHDFK�VROXWLRQ�����

� � 9LJ`JSHISL
� � 6XQEUHOOD� SURYLGHV� D� XQLTXH� ZD\� IRU�
\RX�WR�UHF\FOH�\RXU�6XQEUHOOD�IDEULFV��UHDG�PRUH�DW�
ZZZ�UHF\FOHP\VXQEUHOOD�FRP

  

 
  

 

  

 

�&RORUV�PD\�GLĳHU�IURP�SULQWHG�H[DPSOHV��7R�DFFXUDWHO\�FKHFN�FRORU�UHTXHVW�D�VDPSOH�IURP�RQH�RI�RXU�DJHQWV�
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Frames
 

 

Fabrics
Constructed from the finest quality aluminum, marine grade stainless steel and 
durable and sustainable eucalyptus timber. Our frames have been tested in 
some of the world’s most inhospitable environments and have only ever
benefited from the appropriate application of caution and common sense in 
excessive wind conditions. We advocate the use of our cover bags to prolong the 
life of the canopy frames and their covering fabrics. We recommend the closure 
and safe storage of any collapsible and removable components when the 
parasol is not in use or when winds are expected to exceed 32 km/h (20 mph). 

Fittings
All fittings, nuts, bolts, pulleys and cleat components are made with high grade 
stainless steel and weatherproof nylon. Maintaining these fittings and
components is imperative to the longevity and the proper operation of the 
shade system. A simple occasional fresh water rinsing will help keep them 
working well and looking good.

Bases
It is essential to pick the right base for your parasol, consult the options for 
each product and talk to our sales team to ensure that the parasol you choose 
has the appropriate base to keep it anchored properly.

Our canopies and fabric covers are made from the most durable, colorfast, and 
dirt-repellent fabrics in the world. That said, proper care such as storage when 
not in use and cleaning from time to time will undoubtedly extend their lifespan.

Wind Ratings
Wind ratings don’t form part of any Woodline Shade Solutions warranties but are 
merely intended as a guide to the relative stability of the umbrellas only.
Umbrellas with a tilt function enabled will not follow these wind ratings. Wind can 
be extremely variable, depending on the surrounding environment, elevation, 
angle of the wind gusts, etc. Woodline umbrellas have been tested successfully 
in extreme weather and winds; however, we strongly recommend closing your 
umbrella when not in use, or when sustained winds exceed 20 mph.

Warranty
Umbrella Structure:  24 months / 2 years
Symphony fabric:   60 months / 5 years
Sunbrella fabric:  60 months / 5 years
* The warranty in respect of the fabrics covers the fading of the color as a result of normal weather conditions and does 
not cover any other defects or damages. The warranty is not applicable to normal wear and tear, damage or loss caused 
by Acts of God or any other sources beyond Woodline’s control, damage or loss caused by another device or product 
that is connected to the product, damage resulting from accidents, misuse, tampering or failure of the customer to follow 
the normal operating procedures as outlined in the user manual. The warranty is void if the damages are as a result of 
abuse, negligence, vandalism, improper installation, accidents, and exposure to abnormal weather conditions, poor 
transit, major force, failure to maintain or other causes which cannot be defined as a defect by Woodline.
The warranty is void if repairs, alterations or modifications are done by a person not authorized by Woodline or if 
non-standard parts are used without prior written approval by Woodline. Woodline is not responsible for parts or labor 
coverage for component failure and or other damages resulting from improper usage, installation or failure to clean and/or 
maintain the Product as set forth by informational material. Woodline is not responsible for the repair or replacement of 
failed or damaged components resulting from unauthorized modifications to Products or the use of non-standard parts 
without prior written approval from Woodline. Woodline may provide the Purchaser with spare parts in order to resolve the 
defect during the warranty period. All warrantees issued by Woodline are limited to only the original Purchaser of the 
Product. The warranty is valid from date of first purchase and does not transfer with change of ownership.

Wooden Components
We only use sustainable eucalyptus timber hand-picked for its strength,
weather-resistance, and replenishment efficiency from the world’s finest 
renewable plantations and timber mills. Our wooden components are treated 
with marine yacht varnish to fortify them for the rigours of outdoor living.
We recommend the periodic care of wooden components with a light sanding 
and reapplication of the varnish coating once a year to maintain the natural 
beauty of the wood.

      

care & maintenance
The extreme nature of the outdoors dictates that proper care & maintenance will extend the lifespan of any item

Engineered to enhance your outdoor environment
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